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ETERNAL WARRIOR
For ten thousand years, the Eternal Warrior has walked the face of the Earth. 
A master of ancient and modern weaponry, he's sworn his life to defend the 
Geomancers, the long line of oracles born with the power to speak for the Earth itself.

GEOMANCER
The latest in a line of enigmatic mystics guided by the Earth, Kay McHenry 
struggles in her new role as the Geomancer.

BLOODSHOT
A nanite-infused soldier, Bloodshot was once used—against his will—as a weapon 
by Project Rising Spirit. While the rest of his past remains a mystery, he now fights 
on behalf of the U.S. and British governments.

ARMSTRONG
The Eternal Warrior's brother, Armstrong has walked the face of the Earth for 
more than ten millennia. He's been sober for at least four of them. Well-traveled 
and a fan of poetry, he's a surprisingly wise and loyal confidant.

NEVILLE ALCOTT
The MI-6 liaison for the world’s elite superteam Unity, little is known about the man 
who pulls the strings of the most powerful beings on Earth.

X-O MANOWAR
Aric of Dacia was a fifth-century Visigoth warrior and heir to the throne before he 
was stranded in our time with a sentient suit of powerful alien armor. After a difficult 
period of adjustment, Aric became an unlikely hero and Earth’s greatest champion.



I split up the first panel into two separate ones because I had a tough time conveying all the information necessary. Bloodshot 
has just parachuted into the jungle (I looked at pics of Vietnam for inspiration) and is now attacking two mercenaries. I was afraid 
the parachute would get lost in the background, and so I added a quick and easy silhouette panel to highlight it.

I also split up the third-tier panel, with the BLAM” sound effect taking place between the two. 
Since we needed to establish his healing abilities, I had him get shot in the eye, something 
that is both disconcerting and easy to see growing back. In retrospect, I wish I had played 
this up a tad more (maybe adding another panel), but it’s clear enough that he’ll survive.
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Double-page spreads are always 
fun, and this one didn’t disappoint.

I had added the flying drones in the 
previous page to be Neville’s eyes and 
ears. They were also just fun to draw 
buzzing about in the midst of the action.

I had to design a mech that could pick up   
the package” on the next page, so I gave 

them  T-Rex arms” that sprouted from 
their knees. Although they ended up looking 
similar to ED-209 from Robocop, my main 
inspiration were various crabs, plus the 
insane machine gun on the A-10 Warthog.

I also love drawing sound effects, and this was a nice 
opportunity to not only add some drama, but use them 
almost like a speed lines or a motion trail. (They’re also 
super easy to draw, and I use them to cover up more 
time-consuming subjects. Don’t tell anyone.)
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Pages 18-20 were my 
first all-digital pages.

This is about the time when I was freaking out because of 
deadlines. Prior to taking on the project, I had already planned 
a long trip, and so I was behind from the beginning. Pages 15-18 
were the first ones I did, and my Dad inked them wonderfully, 
but I knew I couldn’t keep up unless I worked while traveling.

The only way to do this was to 
work digitally, since I can take 
my entire studio—-a MacBook Pro 
and Cintiq 13 HD—-in a backpack. 
Luckily, I had recently been given 
a set of Photoshop brushes from 
Kyle T. Webster, and they made 
the transition seamless.
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It takes me about the same 
amount of time to pencil and 
ink digitally as it does to pencil 
traditionally, and so I did most 
of the first issue this way. I was 
still experimenting at this stage 
with the look I wanted, trying 
out things like gray tone and 
textures. I tend to like fairly flat 
color, and this was no exception. 
By issue #2, however, I had 
moved back to my two-tone style, 
which is my go-to approach.

With the  machine view” panel,  
I couldn’t help thinking of Daredevil’s 
radar view, but both scripts were 
asking for basically the same thing. 
Either that, or I’m a one-trick pony.
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